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Abstract
A major challenge in meteorology is the forecasting of winds owing to their highly chaotic nature. However, wind forecasts, and
in particular daily peak wind gust forecasts, provide the public with a general sense of the risks associated with wind on a given 
day and are useful in decision making. Additionally, such knowledge is critical for wind energy production. Currently, no
operational daily peak wind gust product exists.  As such, this project will seek to develop a peak wind gust prediction scheme
based on output from an operational numerical weather prediction model.  Output from the North American Mesoscale (NAM)
model will be used in a support vector regression (SVR) algorithm trained to predict daily peak wind gusts for ten cities
commonly impacted by hazardous wind gusts (cities in the Midwest and central Plains) and with interests in wind energy.
Output from a kernel principal component analysis of the fully three-dimensional atmosphere as characterized by the NAM
forecasts will be used to predict peak wind gusts for each location at 36 hours lead time.  Ultimately, this initial product will lead
to the development of a more robust prediction scheme that could one day transition into an operational forecast model.
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric momentum (wind) is a highly chaotic meteorological field that is a response variable to many
changes in meteorological conditions at many scales, from global (ridges and troughs) to local scale (tornadoes). 
Wind forms when a gradient in atmospheric pressure exists, and many characteristics of the atmosphere (synoptic-
scale conditions, proximity to storms, air density) as well as surface conditions (surface friction, elevation) that 
modify atmospheric pressure gradients lead to significant difficulties in forecasting winds.  Since wind is driven by 
outside forces (pressure gradients ultimately driven by uneven heating by the Sun), it is one of only a few significant 
renewable energy resources.  However, since wind has a chaotic nature in both speed and direction, it is difficult to 
identify optimal locations for wind energy generation and to estimate the amount of wind energy production 
available.  As such, many studies [1,2] have considered different modeling frameworks for the prediction of wind 
speeds and wind gusts in complex terrain or over flat terrain (the Great Plains and the Midwest).  Despite these 
efforts, wind speed and wind gusts forecasts remain inadequate.  
Recent research [3] has looked at specific applications of wind forecasts for wind energy production via quantile 
regression.  In particular, the error structure of the wind forecasts is used to construct quantiles of forecast error that 
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can be built into a situation-based probabilistic framework.  Many other methods (ensemble numerical weather 
prediction [4], data assimilation [5], non parametric methods [6], others) have been utilized in the prediction of wind 
speed.  However, since spatial resolution of input data into numerical weather prediction models remains 
inadequate, the primary method of wind speed forecasting continues to be through the use of statistical methods. 
Mercer et al. [7] looked at peak wind gust forecasts over complex terrain (Boulder, Colorado area) under the context 
of mountain wind storms and found significant improvement with the use of support vector regression (SVR – see 
[8] for a mathematical treatment of the SVR optimization problem).  No other studies have considered the use of 
learning methods in peak wind gust prediction.  These shortcomings suggest an improvement in peak wind forecasts 
when utilizing nonlinear learning methods such as SVR.  There remains a need for the development of a learning-
based modeling framework for wind speed that is based on output from operational weather models.  
Currently, numerical weather prediction output is post-processed through a variety of linear regression models [9]
that yield predictions for stations around the United States of different important meteorological variables 
(precipitation, high/low temperature, 3-hourly wind speeds and peak gusts).  This framework is known as the model 
output statistics (MOS) framework.  Currently, the MOS contains no daily peak wind gust prediction, which is 
important in the wind energy industry as it provides decision support for how to optimally utilize turbines for wind 
power generation.  Additionally, with the exception of a few studies [10,11], research in improving MOS continues 
to be based in linear statistical methods such as multivariate regression.  The lack of daily peak wind gust 
information, in combination with the encouraging results from SVR and peak wind gust prediction over complex 
terrain in mountain windstorms, motivate this work.  The goal of this project is the development of a SVR system 
that utilizes output from a numerical model, the North American Mesoscale (NAM) model, that will yield 
improvements in peak wind gust predictions over current MOS products used operationally.   
2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Data
Daily peak wind gust data were obtained from the National Climatic Data Center Global Hourly Network 
database for ten sites (Fig. 1) known to be in regions of possible wind energy production (e.g. Midwest and Great 
Plains stations).  Each day for the full 2013 year (365 observations) for each site were collected.  All missing data 
(typically less than 1% for each city) was removed from the analysis.  
Forecast hours from 6 to 30 hours in the future (at 3 hour intervals) from the 1200 UTC operational NAM 
simulations were used as input for 1 January to 30 December 2013 (lagged by 1 day).  Output from the NAM at 10 
vertical levels (1000, 950, 900, 850, 800, 700, 600, 500, 400, and 300 mb) within a 20 km search radius of each 
station was obtained as input into the system, yielding a fully three-dimensional rendering of the atmosphere 
according to the NAM output.  Five meteorological variables (u and v wind components, relative humidity, 
geopotential height, and temperature) were obtained on this three dimensional grid at all forecast hours, yielding a 
five dimensional data array (two-dimensional gridpoints, levels, variables, and forecast times) as input into the SVR.  
Fig. 1.  Map of all stations used in the study.  Sites confined to Great Plains and Midwest locations due to their wind energy resources.
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2.2. Data Reduction Methodology
SVR requires a predictor set, which for this study is the five-dimensional array of meteorological variables.  
However, since a SVR solution with more predictors than predictand observations is ill-posed, a data reduction 
technique was required to reduce the dataset to a reasonable number of predictors.  To accomplish this task, a kernel 
principal component analysis (KPCA) was used.  The KPCA methodology is outlined in Mercer et al. (2012) [12].  
KPCA utilizes a kernel matrix in lieu of a traditional similarity matrix in rotated PCA (e.g. a correlation or 
covariance matrix) because the kernel matrix maps the likely highly nonlinear relationships in the meteorological 
fields into a higher dimensional space where they are linearly separable.  However, there are numerous options for 
kernel functions when formulating the kernel matrix K (Mercer et al. (2012) [12] summarizes these functions).
It is impossible to identify the optimal kernel function for KPCA, since the problem has no solution against 
which to verify.  As such, the best approach for isolating a good kernel function for the formulation of K requires a 
cross-validation routine that yields the best predictability of wind speed (for this study).  In this study, a polynomial 
kernel of varying degrees (2, 3, 4, and -1), and a radial basis kernel with different values of Ȗ (1, 10, 100, 0.1, 0.01) 
were tested.  A bootstrap k-fold cross-validation routine utilizing 85% of the days as training and the remaining 15% 
of the days as testing was used, with 500 pairwise bootstrap experiments completed (to ensure fair comparison 
among the different experiments).  The cross-validation was done on a simple multivariate linear regression, using 
the KPC scores as predictors to predict daily peak wind gust.  A multivariate linear regression was used to 
approximate a “worst-case”, based on the results of [7] that demonstrated significant improvement in wind 
prediction with SVR over multivariate linear regression.  
Unfortunately, these analyses yielded no real indication of any kernel function was superior to another for any 
site (the results were statistically similar - Fig. 2).  As such, for all SVR training experiments, a radial basis kernel 
IXQFWLRQZLWKȖ ZDVXWLOL]HG$YDOXHRIȖ = 10 was used since the Ȗ value in KPCA is representative of the 
spread of the data which is approximately measured by the grid spacing of the NAM data (12 km).  
Fig. 2.  Example KPCA results for KDTW ( panel a) and KMSN (panel b).  Note that all medians fall in all other confidence intervals, so that it is 
not possible to determine one kernel function as optimal in this analysis.  The radial basis function with Ȗ = 10 (RBF10) consistently performed 
with low RMSE and was selected for all sites.  Other results are not shown.
2.3  SVR Methodology
Once the KPCA formulation was done for each site, a SVR was optimized at each location by modifying four 
primary tunable parameters, kernel, cost, Ȗ and the İ-loss function.  Tested options for each combination are 
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provided in Table 1.  One value from each column was selected, yielding a total of 171 combinations (note that the 
linear kernel is not modified by the value of Ȗ, so only 9 tests were completed for this kernel).
Table 1. SVR tunable parameters tested for the training of each model for each wind forecast site. 9DOXHVDUHEODQNIRUȖİ-loss, and cost as only 
3 values of each parameter were tested.
Kernel Ȗ İ-loss cost
Linear 0.1 0.1 1
Polynomial (degree 2) 0.05 0.05 10
Polynomial (degree 3) 0.01 0.01 100
Polynomial (degree 4)
Polynomial (degree ½ )
3RO\QRPLDOGHJUHHѿ
Radial Basis Function
As was the case with the KPCA optimization methodology, 500 k-fold bootstrap cross-validation replicates were 
formulated for the same sampling structure for each SVR optimization experiment.  In this cross-validation routine, 
85% of the data were withheld for training, with the remaining 15% used for testing, an approach that is consistent 
with other studies [12].  Since the same samples were formulated for each SVR experiment, it was possible to do a 
direct pairwise comparison among the 171 experiments.  Identification of the best SVR tunable parameters was 
completed in two primary steps.  First, bootstrap confidence intervals of root mean square error (RMSE) for forecast 
wind speeds were compared.  Any combinations where the median bootstrap RMSE value did not fall within the 
upper confidence interval of the other combinations was identified as statistically significantly worse and culled.  
Very few parameter combinations were reduced by this initial reduction method, primarily due to the small 
bootstrap confidence intervals yielded by the SVR (a good result).  To cull the list further, the bootstrap median 
residual spread was used.  In an ideal situation, the median residual will have a very narrow confidence interval that 
intersects zero to ensure an unbiased sample.  Any samples whose median residuals did not intersect zero were 
culled initially.  Afterwards, the smallest 95% bootstrap confidence interval on the median residual was thought to 
yield the least biased SVR solution, and was selected as the best SVR tunable parameter combination.  These 
combinations for each of the ten cities are provided below in Table 2.
Table 2. SVR best tunable parameter combination for each of the 10 cities.
Wind Site Kernel Ȗ İ-loss cost
KMSN Polynomial (degree ½ ) 0.1 0.01 10
KLNK 3RO\QRPLDOGHJUHHѿ 0.01 0.05 100
KIND Polynomial (degree 3) 0.05 0.01 100
KICT 3RO\QRPLDOGHJUHHѿ 0.01 0.01 100
KAMA Polynomial (degree 3) 0.05 0.01 100
KDSM Polynomial (degree ½) 0.01 0.1 100
KCMH Polynomial (degree 2) 0.05 0.01 100
KFSD Radial Basis Function 0.01 0.1 10
KSGF Radial Basis Function 0.01 0.01 100
KDTW Polynomial (degree 3) 0.05 0.01 100
3. Results
To establish the final performance of the SVR-KPCA based model output statistics product (hereafter known as 
KMOS), a comparison of the KMOS against the actual MOS observed products for each of the 10 cities was 
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completed.  The operational MOS product valid at 1200 UTC on the day prior to the observed peak wind gust was 
used for the comparison.  However, since MOS products do not include a direct prediction of daily peak wind gust, 
the fastest 3-hourly wind gust from the MOS forecast for the given day was chosen as the peak wind gust forecast.
Bootstrap RMSE values for each site’s KMOS forecasts for 2013 were compared against bootstrap RMSE estimates 
for the MOS product for each site.  Additionally, a bootstrap estimate of the median residual was provided to
diagnose any biases in each forecasting methods.  Results are provided in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3.  Final KMOS and MOS results for each of the 10 cities selected in this study.  Panel (a) represents root mean square error for each city, 
while panel b represents the median residual performance.  The solid line in panel b represents zero, and any unbiased predictions should intersect 
the zero line.
Fig. 3 clearly shows that the RMSE values for the KMOS product are considerably less than those for the 
traditional MOS.  Additionally, the RMSE spread is much greater in the MOS product, which is an encouraging 
result for KMOS forecasting applications, since a more consistent KMOS product would provide greater forecaster 
confidence in the result.  Additionally, the large positive MOS median residual value (near 5 m/s) suggests that the 
MOS is significantly under-forecasting peak wind gust.  This was an expected result, since peak wind gusts often 
occur off hour from the three-hourly MOS forecasts, and these peak gusts are often much faster than the average 3-
hourly wind speed values provided in the MOS. However, simply bias-correcting the MOS products is not possible, 
since this could result in negative wind speeds (which are not physically reasonable).  These results suggest 
statistically significantly better forecast performance by KMOS.
A more thorough analysis of individual site KMOS forecasts reveals that the southern Plains sites (KAMA, 
KICT) ended up with statistically significantly higher RMSE (a result consistent with the MOS forecasts) for the 
entire year.  This result is likely due to the seasonality in this region (transition from a synoptically active pattern in 
the cool season to a continental tropical relatively inactive warm season, a pattern largely absent in the remaining 
sites), and as such, forecasts of peak wind speeds in these locations may benefit from a separate modeling of peak 
wind gusts in the warm season and in the cool season.  Midwest sites (with the exception of KMSN) were relatively 
statistically similar, suggesting less warm season influence in these locations relative to the southern Plains.  
However, Midwest sites (in particular, KCMH and KIND) were biased greater than zero (median residual of 0.04 
m/s), suggesting a slight under-forecast of peak wind gusts in these locations by the KMOS product.  Many sites 
yielded bootstrap median residual values less than zero (KLNK, KFSD, KAMA, KDSM, and KDTW), suggesting
peak wind gusts were slightly over-forecast (95% confidence).  Modifying the results with these slight biases may 
further improve model predictions, since no daily peak wind gust values exceeded the bootstrap median residual 
values for each site. These site details are likely of interest to wind energy production, as a significant portion of 
wind energy production occurs in the southern Plains and the Midwest.  Ideally, these results will help improve wind 
a) b)
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forecasts in these regions and improve wind energy production as a whole.
4. Conclusions and Future Work
This study provided a new kernel-based methodology for forecasting daily peak wind gusts, a quantity useful for 
both operational forecasters and in the wind energy industry.  The viability of such an approach was tested on the all 
2013 peak wind gust observations for ten sites in the Plains and Midwest (sites with known wind energy resources -
Fig. 1).  The kernel-based methodology utilized gridded output from the 1200 UTC NAM forecast model for the 
following day (a roughly 18 hour forecast).  The gridded output was reduced by a KPCA (which was insensitive to 
kernel selection – Fig. 2).  After finalizing the KPCA for each site, the resulting KPC scores (7-9 scores) were used 
as predictors in a SVR prediction scheme.  Since SVR has multiple tunable parameters (kernel, cost, Ȗ, and İ-loss), 
multiple k-fold cross-validation experiments were completed for each site to identify the best SVR prediction 
scheme for each site.  The cross-validation routine sought to both minimize RMSE of wind gust and minimize the 
spread in median residual (ensuring the median residual overlapped zero to ensure an unbiased result).  Upon 
completion, the MOS and KMOS RMSE and median residual values were bootstrapped to compare performance 
among the two modeling systems, revealing several sites that over-forecast and under-forecast wind speed for the 
KMOS system and a major under-forecast bias in the MOS products (mean under-forecast among all sites was 4.77 
m/s).  Overall, these results demonstrate the utility in utilizing kernel methods for wind gust prediction (a result 
supported by Mercer et al. 2008 [7]).  
Future work will involve adding more days to the KMOS training as well as possibly assessing seasonal 
predictability in peak wind gusts, at least for southern Plains locations (which seem to be more sensitive to 
seasonality).  Additional learning methods (random forests, artificial neural networks) will be tested in future work 
as well.  Model performance will be further improved by utilizing a forward selection routine on the KPC scores.  
Finally, additional sites will be added to the prediction system in future analyses.
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